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On Friday the Travis Scott Astroworld two day concert began. Within only the first

day of it being open, many tragedies occurred with the death of nine people which

consisted of Franco Patino, John Hilgert, Brianna Rodriguez, Rudy Peña, Danish Baig,

Jacob Jurinek, Axel Acosta, Madison Dubiski, and Bharti Shahani. These beautiful souls

were killed by some having passed out and falling to the floor and being crushed to

death and some were suffocated due to the packed crowds. Many say that these deaths

happened at the fault of Travis Scott by inducing the extreme acts that happened in the

crowd.

Throughout the concert many reported that Travis had his fans fight each other

and ask them to break down barriers. Videos to videos flooding YouTube and Tik-Tok of

fans rushing to light crew and to the front of the crowd to Travis himself asking them to

pay attention to the death and injuries that were happening. After the first night Travis

Scott made a

public post

apologizing to the

family’s of those

who had passed.

He had also

reported that he

would be working

closely with the police to figure out how this all happened, but many believe the only



reason this happened was because of Travis himself and his violent requests for the

crowd.

As more information comes in and the story becomes clearer, hopefully there are

legal actions taken for the lives of these nine people and the story can come to a close.

But for now many people's minds have been made up until there is some breaking

information that could spin the story in a different direction. Thankfully, Travis Scott did

report that he would work with every victim's family by providing them with financial help

with the funerals. For now that is as much information that we have based solely on

facts, information, and news reports.


